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Let g : X + X be a proper endomorphism of the quasi-projective 
algebraic variety X over the algebraically closed field k of characteristic p. 
The case p = 0 is allowed. Let 1 be any prime such that I # p. Let 9 be a 
constructible Qrsheaf on X. Then the cohomology functors with compact 
supports H:(X, 9) are finitely generated Qrmodules for each q and are 
zero except for finitely many values of q. A morphism 
CD: g*9-+.9 
of Cl!,-sheaves induces endomorphisms 
(1) 
a,: @(Jr, 9) --f q!(X, g*Lq + Hf!(X, 9). (2) 
If w : Xg + X denotes the inclusion of the fixed point set, (1) induces further 
endomorphisms 
ww: w*2F + w*g*9 + w*9 
and thus 
Pq: fqxg, w*9-) + H$k-g, w*q. (3) 
The ideal Lefschetz fixed point formula for the traces of (2) and (3) is 
c ( - 1)’ Wa,) = I( - 1)’ TW,) (4) 
where the right-hand side is interpreted as zero if X” is void. However, (4) 
is false when X is the projective line, 9 is the constant a;PI and the 
endomorphism g is specified by a 2 x 2 unipotent matrix. 
The problem of investigating (4) was set up by A. Grothendieck and his 
school in [ 1 ] and [S]. Later, Deligne supplied an introduction and some 
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more material in [3]. Verdier has published a solution for nonsingular cur- 
ves only in [7], where the fixed points are assumed to have multiplicity 1. 
The case where p > 0 and g is the Frobenius morphism motivates and 
dominates these publications. 
This paper deals with the case where g is an automorphism of finite 
order. Thus the cyclic group G of order m acts on X by this automorphism. 
There is a factorisation 
g=su=us, (5) 
where s, u are powers of g, s has order prime to p and u has order a power 
of p. (If p = 0, take s =g, u = 1 in (5)).) The sheaf is required to be a 
G-sheaf. This is equivalent to requiring that the composite 
[g(m-l)*~]. Cg(m-2)* @I... [g*o]*@: f-+9 (6) 
be the identity, where 0 is as in (1). The fixed point set of s will be denoted 
by X”. As noted by the author in [4], if X is nonsingular then X” is a dis- 
joint union of nonsingular varieties. Let x: X” + X denote the inclusion. 
Then (1) induces morphisms 
g*x*F = x*g*9 --t x*9 
satisfying the analogue of (6) and thus 
Y 4: H$!F, x*8) -+ Hp?, g*x*q + q!(X”, x*q (7) 
THEOREM 1. With the above hypotheses and the notation of (2) and (3) 
I( - 1)” ‘Wa,) =c ( - 1 Y Trb,). (8) 
This theorem is proved in the case where 9 is the constant sheaf QI by 
Deligne and Lusztig on pp. 118-123 of [2]. Their proof is quite different 
and does not cover the general case. This proof uses Verdier’s work in [7] 
which includes the nontrivial result that the theorem is valid for the projec- 
tive line. Formal manipulations enable the general case to be deduced from 
the apparently very special one. This may be compared with the author’s 
method in [4] for extending the Riemann-Roth theorem for algebraic 
sheaves to the Lefschetz-Riemann-Roth theorem. Illusie comments on this 
theme on p. 135 of [S]. 
The motivation for Therem 1 is the need for a character formula for the 
Lefschetz cohomology representations obtained from a G-sheaf. Of course 
the finite group G need not be cyclic for Theorem 1 to be applicable. 
Even when s = g, u = 1 the right-hand side of (8) may be difficult to 
evaluate. In this case x*9 decomposes as a direct sum of its restrictions to 
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the components of X” and further by means of the idempotents of Q,G. 
Thus the crucial problem is the determination of the Euler characteristic of 
a Qrsheaf on a quasi-projective variety. Unfortunately explicit formulae 
are available for this purpose only under very restrictive hypotheses. Some 
light is thrown on this matter by Grothendieck in expose 10 of [S] and by 
Illusie in expose 8 of [8]. Grothendieck found a formula for nonsingular 
curves only. Verdier gives more information in the introduction to [8] as 
does Milne on p. 192 of [6]. 
Theorem 1 is formulated in terms of Q+heaves. These are appropriately 
defined inverse systems of sheaves of Z/P’2 modules as n varies, with tor- 
sion being disregarded. As in [S] and [7], which give full delinitions, it is 
necessary to work with these latter sheaves to obtain Theorem 2. The 
deduction of Theorem 1 from Theorem 2 is then standard. 
The next eight paragraphs sketch parts of an elaborate theory. Details 
are to be found in the references. As is conventional in this subject, the 
equality sign between two functors signifies that they are canonically and 
naturally equivalent, but perhaps not equal. 
The etale topology X,, on X is defined by Deligne in [3] and also by 
Milne in [6]. The category -4p(X; n) of sheaves of Z/FZ-modules on X,, is 
then abelian and contains an abelian category consisting of its noetherian 
objects. M. Artin [ 1, IX, 2.91 identifies these noetherian objects with the 
constructible sheaves, which are defined directly by him there and are also 
defined by Deligne [3, p. 433. These are the sheaves that can be represen- 
ted by Ctale algebraic spaces of finite type or, equivalently, the sheaves uch 
that each open Vc X has a finite decomposition into locally chosen sub- 
varieties Vi such that the induced sheaf on each such Vi is finite and locally 
constant. In particular the finite constant sheaves are constructible. The key 
finiteness theorem proved by Artin in expose XIV of [ 1 ] is: 
Let f: Y + X be a proper morphism of algebraic varieties over k. Let 9 be 
a constructible sheaf of Z/PZ modules on Y. Then the sheaves Rqfe.F on Z 
are also constructible. 
Here f,: y( Y; n) + y(Z; n) is the direct image functor. It is left exact. 
The concept of “cohomology with compact supports” will now be 
amplified. As described by Milne [6, p. 733. Let I/ be an open subvariety of 
a variety Y and let j: V+ Y denote the inclusion map. Then there is an 
exact “extension by zero” functor j! : (V, n) + (Y; n), characterised by the 
remark following mappings (17), which respects the constructibility con- 
dition. If Y is taken to be complete it is now possible to define H:( V; 9’) to 
be W( Y,j! 9) for 9 E g( V; n). Artin’s theorem quoted above shows that if 
B is constructible then the H:( V, 9) are finitely generated. Milne 
[6, p. 2271 shows that these functors do not depend on the choice of the 
“compactification” Y of V. As shown there, this construction can be exten- 
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ded to the relative case of compactifiable morphisms. Deligne [ 1, 
exposee XVII] investigates uch morphisms and the associated functors on 
the categories of sheaves. Each morphism of quasi-projective varieties is 
compactifiable. 
The inverse limit process already mentioned makes an essential use of 
Verdier’s concept of a derived category, which is described on pp. 263-312 
of [3]. Briefly, for each abelian category d there is a category %- (z2) 
whose objects are complexes c’ of objects of d, 
c’: ...jc4--+_,cq+cq+lj... 
with Cq = 0 for sufficiently large q. The morphisms in &- - (&) are the 
homotopy classes of morphisms of complexes. Such a morphism c’ + D’ is 
said to be a quasi-isomorphism if it induces isomorphisms on the 
cohomology objects Hq(c’) -+ Hq(D’). The category obtained by 
adjunction of formal inverses to each quasi-isomorphism is called the 
derived category 9 I. Thus there are well-defined cohomology functors 
Hq : LS - (a) -+ d. In general the derived category is not abelian but it 
has an evident degree-shifting endofunctor C -+ C[ l] and has certain 
distinguished triangles. Their definition is inspired by the concept of a 
mapping cone. They are triples of objects and morphisms 
satisfying certain conditions. 
As Deligne shows on p. 93 of [3] we may take &’ to be y(X; n) and 
specify a full subcategory 9(X, n) of g’-(Y(X; n)) consisting of those com- 
plexes C verifying either of the following equivalent conditions: 
(a) c’ is isomorphic in 9-(9(X; n)) to a bounded complex of flat 
constructible sheaves of Z/17-modules; 
(b) c’ has finite Tor-dimension and constructible cohomology. 
In view of condition (b), this is a triangulated subcategory of 9 ~ (Y(X, n)). 
In [3] Verdier also introduced a related concept of a derived functor, 
which is not quite the classical one. For example, a proper morphism 
f: Y + Z induces a functor Rf,: g( Y; n) -+ g(Z; n) which has the basic 
property that HqRf, = Rqf,, where the right-hand side is the right hyper- 
derived functor of f,. Of course an exact functor, like the above 
j!:y(I’;n)+Y(Y;n) induces a functor Q(V;n)+g(Y;n) which will be 
denoted by the same symbol. Thus for an arbitrary f: Y-P Z a compac- 
tification may be used to define Rf!: g( Y; n) + g(Z; n) generalising the 
above construction of Rf,. When this Z is a point, Rf! is written RT,! and 
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HqRf y! = Hz( E - ) as defined earlier. Whenever e: X + Y, f: Y -+ 2 are 
morphisms of varieties the convenient property 
RJRe, = R(fe)! (13) 
replaces the composite functor spectral sequence. 
It must be emphasised that the individual Z/I”2 modules H;(X, %*) con- 
structed above are finitely generated but need not be free. Thus, for n > 1, it 
is not possible to define the trace with values in Z/l”2 of an endomorphism 
of it. However as RT,!% may be taken to be a complex of finitely 
generated flat (and so free) Z/l”Z modules, an endomorphism of RT,!%’ 
has a well-defined Lefschetz trace. This phenomenon makes the use of the 
derived category essential in the sequel. 
Theorem 1 now follows from Theorem 2 by a standard inverse limit 
process. 
THEOREM 2. Let g, k, I, n, p, s, u, x, G, X, x” be as above and let 
%’ E 9(X; n). Let CD’ : g*% + %’ satisfy the analogue of (6) and induce 
a . : Rr,!%' -+ RT,,g* %“’ + RT,,%:’ (14) 
Y *: Rr,!x*%*l'+Rr,,g*x*%'=Rr,~!x*g*%*+Rr,s!x*%'. (15) 
Then the following formula for the Lefschetz trace holds in Z/l’?‘: 
Tr(a’) = Tr(y’). 
Theorem 2 will be proved by a sequence of lemmas. 
Recall from Milne [6, p. 761 that if Z is a closed subvariety of a variety 
Y with V the complementary open variety and if i: Z + Y, j: V + Y denote 
the inclusions, there are exact functors: 
i* : Y( Y; n) + Y(Z; n), (16) 
i, : Y(Z; n) + 9( C n), 
i*i, = 1: Y(Z; n) + Y(Z; n), 
j!: Y(V;n)+Y(Y;n), 
J ‘*: y(Y;n)+Y(V;n), 
i*i!=l: Y(V;n)+Y(V;n). 
(17) 
Also i* is left adjoint to i, whilst j! is left adjoint to j*. All four functors 
extend to the derived categories 9( V, n), 52( Y, n), B(Z; n). 
LEMMA 3. (a) If 9 E Y( Y; n) there is a natural short exact sequence 
0 + J’! j*% + 4 + i,i*% + 0 
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(b) If 5’ E 9( r; n) there is a natural distinguished triangle: 
jJ*F* + 9’ -i i, i*$F’ -+ j! j*S’[ 11. (18) 
Proof Part (a) is taken from Mime [6, p. 761 whilst part (b) is just the 
derived category verson of part (a). 
Now suppose further that the above cyclic group G acts on Y with both 
Z and V (as above) both invariant. Throughout g denotes the generator of 
G and also the corresponding morphisms Y + Y, Z --f Z, V + V. Similar 
abuses of notation are made for the s and u of (5), which are powers of g. 
The fixed point subvarieties, necessarily closed, are denoted by Y”, Z”, V, 
respectively. The notations used for the embedding morphisms are shown 
in the following commutative diagram: 
(19) 
LEMMA 4. With the notation of (19) there are isomorphism of functors: 
b,v*=y*j!: y(V;n)+y(Y’;n), 
b!b*y* = b!v*j* =y*j,j*: Y( Y;n) -k 9( YS; n). 
Proof The first isomorphism follows from the detailed definitions given 
by Milne [6] and it then implies the existence of the second isomorphism. 
As all these functors are exact, the derived category analogues follow. 
LEMMA 5. With the notation of (19) there are isomorphisms of functors 
a,z* = y*i, : Y(Z; n) -+ 9( Y”; n) 
a, a*y* = a,z*i, = y*i, i* : 9(Y;n)+Y(YS;n) 
ProoJ: The first isomorphism of functors is the proper base change 
theorem of Milne [6], p. 2231. It then leads to the second isomorphism of 
functors. As all these functors are exact, the derived category analogues 
follow. 
LEMMA 6. With the above notation, let 9 E Y( Y, n). Then the exact 
sequence 
0 + b,b*y*9 + y*F -+ a,a*y*F + 0 
obtained as in Lemma 3(a) but with Z”, Y”, V”, y*9 replacing Z, Y, V, 
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respectively, coincides, modulo the isomorphism of Lemmas 4 and 5, with the 
exact sequence: 
obtained by applying y* to the sequence of Lemma 3(a). The analogous 
statement for the distinguished triangles of Lemma 3(b) obtained from 
9’1’ E 5@( Y; n ) is valid. 
Proof The reader is referred again to the detailed definitions in Milne. 
LEMMA 7. With the above notation, tf Theorem 2 is valid for Y it is valid 
for Z. 
Proof Let 9’ E 9(Z; n) and let 8’ : g*‘S’ -+ Y’ be a morphism satisfying 
(6). As above, there are induced morphisms: 
E’: RT,!B’+ RT,!g*B’+ Rf,,B 
tf: RT,,,z*8’ + RT,,!g*z*S. = RT,,,z*g*FF + RT,S,z*9. 
@’ : g*i,Q’-+ i,Y 
a ‘: Rr,!i,B’--f Rry!g*i,F + Rr,!i,F 
y’ : RT,! y*i,9’ --+ RT F! g*y*i, 9’ = RTr! y *g*i* 3’ + RT,! y*i, 9’. 
The hypothesis is that Tr(a’) = Tr(y’). The isomorphism (13) imply 
Tr(s’) = Tr(cr’) whilst this same isomorphism together with that of 
Lemma 5 implies that Tr(q’) = Tr(y’). Thus Tr(s’) = Tr(y’) as required. 
LEMMA 8. With the above notation, tf Theorem 2 is validfor Y it is valid 
for V. 
Proof The argument used to prove Lemma 7 works here after slight 
modification. 
LEMMA 9. With the above notation, if Theorem 2 is validfor Z andfor V 
it is valid for Y. 
Proof: A morphism CD’: g*F + F-’ of B( Y, n) induces a commutative 
diagram 









RT,, j! j*F + Rry! F + RI ‘y! i, i*F + RTy! j! j*F’[l I 
in which the rows are obtained from (18) by applying the functor Rry! and 
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the columns are constructed as in (14). Thus Tr(cl’) = Tr(@) + Tr(s’). It also 
induces a commutative diagram 









Rr,!b,b*y*%‘+ RT,! y*%.+ RT,,a,a*y*%-‘+ RT,!b!b*y*%‘[l] 
in which the rows are obtained from the triangle of Lemma 6 by applying 
the functor RTr! and the columns are constructed as in (15). Thus 
Tr(y’) = Tr(lC/‘) + Tr(q’). The hypotheses for Z and I’, respectively, and the 
above compatibilities, show that Tr(s’) = Tr(q’) and Tr(8’) = Tr(ll/‘). Thus 
Tr(cr’) = Tr(y’). 
LEMMA 10. Zf Theorem 2 is validfor two G-varieties X, and X, it is valid 
for their product. 
Proof: Set Zi=q, Zz=xS2, V,=X;-Z,, Vz=X,-Z,. In view of 
Lemmas 7, 8, and 9, it is sufficient to prove Theorem 2 for Z, x Z, assum- 
ing it for Z, and Z,, to prove if for V, x X, assuming it for Vi and X, and 
to prove it for Z, x V2 assuming it for Z, and V,. There is nothing to 
prove in the first of these three cases whilst the second case includes the 
third. For the second case, the factorization of the unique map 
I’, x X, -+pt as e: Vi x X, + I’, (the projection) composed with f: Vi +pt 
(the unique map) and the isomorphism (13) show that the left-hand side of 
the equation of Theorem 2 is zero. (Theorem 2 for Vi is used here.) As 
(Vi x V,)’ is empty, the right-hand side of that equation is also zero. 
LEMMA 11. Theorem 2 is valid when X is the affine space A, of dimen- 
sion N and the action of q on X is specljiied by left multiplication by an 
indecomposable Jordan block matrix. 
Prooj There is nothing to be proved if the sole eigenvalue of the matrix 
is 1, as X=X” is this case. Otherwise the lemma is valid for A, by the 
theorem of Verdier [7, p. 1993. It will be assumed, inductively, to be valid 
for Y = A, _ i . Consider the following commutative diagram of G-varieties, 
in which f: X= A, + Y= A,-, is the evident linear map and 
i:A=A, + X is the embedding of the kernel. Note that h: A, -+ Y” is also 
linear, X” and Y” are single points and the square is Cartesian 
A”=X”~ A=A, -.!-.+ y” 
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For .P E 9(X; n), a morphism @: g*9’ -+ 8’ satisfying the analogue of 
(6) induces morphisms a’, y’ as in (14) and (15). It also induces morphisms 
ci,: RI-,,Rf!% + RI-,!g*Rf!%’ + Rr,,Rf!%- 
y1 : RI-,, y*Rf!%’ jRT~!g*y*Rf!%.=Rr,!y*g*Rf!%-‘-*Rr,!y*Rf!%’ 
y2: RT,, Rh!i*%’ + RTr! Rh, g*i*%’ + Rrr! Rh!i*%’ 
,&I RT,!i*%-’ -+ RT,g*i*%* + Rr*!i*%’ 
r; 1 Rr,,c*i*%’ + Rr,! g*c*i*%’ -+ RT,! c*i*%-‘. 
By equivalence (13), Tr(a’) = Tr(a;). By the inductive hypothesis, 
Tr(cc;) = Tr(yi). By the base change theorem Milne [6, p. 2231. Tr(yi) = 
Tr(y;). By equivalence (13) again, Tr(y2) =Tr(a;). By Verdier’s cited 
theorem, Tr(cr;) = Tr(y;). By equivalence (13) again, Tr(y;) = Tr(y’) and 
the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 12. Theorem 2 is valid when X is the affine space A, of dimension 
N and the action of g on X is spec$ed by left multiplication by an invertible 
matrix. 
ProojI This lemma follows from Lemmas 10 and 11 by an induction on 
the number of indecomposable blocks in the Jordan form of the matrix. 
LEMMA 13. Theorem 2 is valid when X is the projective space P, of 
dimension N and the action of g on X is specified by left multiplication by an 
invertible matrix. 
Proof: The lemma is trivial for N = 0 and so it may be assumed induc- 
tively that Theorem 2 is valid for P,- r. Lemmas 9 and 12 now imply 
Lemma 13. 
LEMMA 14. Theorem 2 is valid when X is a projective variety. 
ProoJ As the author showed in [4], there is a projective space P, 
with a G-structure as in Lemma 13 and a closed embedding X-, P, of 
G-varieties. Lemma 7 now implies Lemma 14. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Lemmas 8 and 14 now imply Theorem 2. 
Note that Theorem 2 takes a different form in the context of [4]. There 
if g = su = US E G with the order of s prime to p and the order of u a power 
of p, the Brauer character x of a virtual characteristic p representation of G 
satisfies x(g) =x(s). When x is the Lefshetz character obtained from the 
cohomology of an equivariant coherent algebraic sheaf of a projective 
G-variety, [4] provides an explicit formula for x(s). 
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